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Introduction

The mining industry is going through a transition from the high growth 2000s to
a more moderate, low growth period that could potentially be similar to the late
1980s and 1990s as Japanese driven commodities growth moderated. Mining
executives have publicly highlighted this potential change, and like the late 1980s
and 1990s have almost universally flagged a renewed focus on reducing operating
costs, increasing productivity, optimising existing assets and returning capital
to shareholders. However, this impending phase of the market is likely to be
different in several notable ways to that of previous structural downturns, where
the source of differentiation will most likely lie in the business model innovation
that will occur. VCI’s “Mining Innovation: State Of Play” survey [Figure 1] highlights
that executives consider innovation to be an integral factor in achieving their
strategic objectives and that, in addition to well publicised cost reduction
programs, they are also placing a high priority on business model innovation.

Figure 1: VCI Innovation State of Play: Where In The Value Chain Do You Believe
Innovation Will Create The Greatest Value Over The Next 10 – 20 Years?
Business model innovation through changes in industry cycle phases are not
a new phenomenon so it should not be surprising if this next phase originates
both new players and new models. For example, two of the major mining houses
became established through innovation in business models. Rio Tinto pioneered
portfolio asset investment selection and achieved stellar performance through the
lower growth 1980s and 90s, while Xstrata shifted from a relatively small operator
at the turn of the century to a major, diversified mining company through its
strategy of active asset trading as demand for resources surged.
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Impetus for
Business Model
Innovation

It is the transition between periods with different growth rates that has typically
created the impetus and opportunity for business model innovation. The impetus
is likely to emerge, and be catalyzed, by forces emanating from: the market and
industry context; those who invest in the industry; and the strategic operating
objectives of the mining businesses themselves. Taking these categories in-turn:

Market and Industry Context

At a fundamental level, a simple truism exists – the bigger the boom, the bigger
the hangover. And China has been a big boom. The risk is that volatility in the
demand from a customer as large as China will have significant implications for
global suppliers, potentially beyond that previously experienced. Exacerbating the
impact of this volatility for bulk commodities such as iron ore, is the recent move
to spot markets and the increasing importance of traders and intermediaries,
supported by ever more sophisticated predictive analytics.
Also recent experience of government resource tax increases globally – most
notably in Australia – has served as a poignant reminder for mining companies of
the importance of government in their business and operating model design. As
the role of government evolves, and resource nationalism inevitably waxes and
wanes, mining executives will need to prepare and adapt with it.
New energy sources such as non-conventional gas and renewables are changing
the input dynamics of mining operations, marking a decrease in the attractiveness
of existing fuel sources such as coal and nuclear. Increasing availability and low
relative price of natural gas may also begin to impact on the use of oil and diesel
on mine sites throughout the industry
Potential business model innovation directions as a result of market and industry
forces:
1.

2.
3.

More integrated value chains evolve, to
a.
capture efficiencies associated with increased volume, and
b.
accommodate increasing volatility
Miners move into trading in an effort to protect or increased margins
Traders move into asset ownership and ‘virtual blending’ in search of 		
further trading leverage

Investors

Three things contrast contemporary investors with those of previous eras:
1. Objectives
2. Activism
3. Investment Opportunities
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A. Objectives
The exciting, yet potentially overwhelming aspect of the current market transition
is the number of potential new investors making significant sums of capital
available to take advantage of expected reversion of asset prices. Some of these
investors are relatively new to the mining market (compared with previous cycles)
and have different strategic objectives to traditional investors (predominantly
institutions). These new investors – mostly private equity and sovereign funds –
seek different strategic objectives, generally characterised by either shorter term
horizons with greater performance expectation, or long term wealth protection
focus with the ability to invest counter cyclically and hold assets.
B. Activism
A growing influence in corporate life over the past decade has been the increasing
scrutiny of company approaches from activist shareholders on a range of issues,
including capital efficiency, ethics, governance, sustainability and community
development objectives. This is likely to continue and potentially accelerate.
C. Investment Opportunities
The proliferation of available investment vehicles has changed the dynamic of how
to invest in resources. Investors can now separate asset classes, invest directly
in commodities via ETFs, manage risk, actively bundle and use indices, amongst
many other options. This poses the question of the need for the typical mining
conglomerate versus, say, a tier 1 diversified index [Figure 2]. Portfolio based
companies will need to continually demonstrate that the additional value they
add through their diversified asset holdings and scale, outweighs the bureaucratic
cost.
Potential business model innovation directions as a result of investor
objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Disaggregation of mining company portfolios from diversified to pure play
miners
Potential new large scale mining company emerges through PE cluster of
acquisitions
Sovereign wealth funds use specific asset classes as inflation or currency
hedges

Figure 2: Share Price Performance vs. Commodity Price Index (2002-12)
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Strategic Operating Objectives

Sentiment has clearly shifted towards more immediate return on investment
in the industry. Miners are becoming loath to over invest capital in existing
operating assets, unless the return is truly compelling. So from a strategic
operating perspective, capital to improve or expand assets is likely to be
scrutinized more heavily by asset managers than in the immediate past. Low
capital options for expansion will become more of an innovation focus.
Also, the move away from benchmark pricing to spot markets in bulk commodities
such as iron ore will tend to facilitate a shift in mindset from one of a unit cost
focus (adopted in low growth periods) to an unit cost plus additional incremental
tonnes focus (given businesses are now less market constrained). Hence a focus
on gradual, low cost, increase of nameplate mine system capacities, and shifting
position in the cost curve through productivity improvements, will likely become
the norm, as China demand growth moderates
Potential business model innovation directions as a result of new strategic
operating objectives:
1. A focus on developing new lower capital growth models through innovation
2. Optimising basins, incl. competitor assets, rather than a pure focus on
‘owned’ operations
3. Technologies and partnerships focused on optimising the value chain and
efficiencies; in particular
a.
focusing on finer granularity and higher speed of information and
		
its use, and
b.
integrated operations and automation
A key overarching insight from the survey was that there could well be a
bifurcation of mining companies along the lines of their strategic focus:
•
Those with a focus on operational efficiency and incrementalism, and
•
Those with a focus on portfolio optimisation, asset trading and product
trading

Implications
for Mining
Companies and
Investors

This raises a major question – how can companies who intend to focus on
operational efficiency manage the fact that they are essentially long investors in the
commodity?
Their capital allocation decisions are implicit bets on relative commodity
attractiveness even if not stated as such. It is likely that investors will increasingly
demand a more sophisticated approach on large scale investments or capital
decisions, or alternatively, demand they forgo any such decisions and focus purely
on developing their own assets. But perhaps the most important question for
investors to ask is: what business model change is the most likely to win in this
next phase, and who is going to be the most proficient exponent of this?
Either way, given mining executives cited strategy and business model innovation
as likely to create the most value over the next 10 to 20 years, we can expect to
see a lot of interesting change in this space.
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Learn more about this and other industry related topics by reaching out to a VCI
contact close to you.
Find more papers on www.govci.com
Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for current news and insight.
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